Resolution No. WC0104

Implementation of a Thirty (30) day Public Notice Period on Land Assignment Transfers and Registrations

Whereas, the Pueblo of Taos is a recognized sovereign governing entity with a Tribal Council, Office of the WarChief and Office of the Governor; and

Whereas, the Office of the WarChief is responsible for the protection and management of the Tribe's lands and natural resources; and

Whereas, in the past, the WarChief's Office and Real Property Management Office have experienced counterclaims and concern on parcels after approval of documents; and

Whereas, if public notice were given, some disputes may have been avoided before approval of the documents; and

Whereas, tribal government has not made it mandatory to record and file transfers and registrations on land assignments with the WarChief's Office and Real Property Management Office, resulting in incomplete records.

Now Therefore Be It Resolved, the WarChief's Office will implement a thirty (30) day public notice comment period for tribal members having concerns or claims on land assignments involved in a transfer or registration.

Be It Further Resolved, the public notice along with location maps will be posted on the bulletin board in the WarChief's Office.

CERTIFICATION

The foregoing resolution, Implementation of a Thirty (30) day Public Notice Period on Land Assignment Transfers and Registrations, Resolution No. WC0104 was adopted by the Taos Pueblo WarChief's Office at a duly called meeting held on the 9th day of November, 1999, at which time a quorum was present, by a vote of 11 for and ______ opposed. 1 absent

______________________________
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______________________________
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______________________________
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______________________________
WarChief Staff Member